
A Guide to Better

Exam Technique



Starter

o What was your Y11 mock exam 
score/level?

o What is your current NEA 
(coursework) level?

o What is your target grade?



Objectives
× Appreciate that there are many 

marks that are missed by applying 
poor exam technique. 

× Understand the difference between 
the main command words used in 
exam questions.



Join 45 
degree lines 
together.

grade
guide to

boundaries

GCSE 
Grades 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Score 86 78 70 62 54 46 38 30 22



one
Tip



one
Tip Give five disadvantages of using robots on a fully automated 

production and assembly line.

No wages to pay, low running costs

Can work 24/7 does not need to take breaks

Does the exact same thing over and over so no errors.

Will produce consistent products

No fifth answer given.

RTQ  - Read the Question

Read it slowly. Read it all. Read it right to the 
end. Then Underline the key words.

 Read questions 
carefully 

 Highlight key 
words 



one
Tip Choose one product from Figure 2 and describe two features 

that make it suitable for mass production.           (2 x 2 marks)

AGAIN!!! Read 
the Question. 

• Read it slowly.
• Read it all. 
• Read it right to 

the end.
• Then Underline

the key words.



two
Tip



two
Tip

Always choose your own materials specialism

“ ”Play to your strength!

Graphics - Paper and boards         Product - Wood and boards 



two
Tip

Always choose your own materials specialism

Many of you chose the cotton T-shirt and 
wrote sheep and wool as main material. 
YES that is correct (1 MARK) 

But can you get the further 10+ MARKS? 

ALWAYS READ 
THROUGH ALL Q’s AND 

MAKE A DECISION. 
WHAT CAN YOU 

ANSWER THE MOST? 



three
Tip



three
Tip

Don’t use Dodgy words
The following words are seen as low quality vague answers 
that will not be given marks:

• Strong
• Cheap
• Quick / fast
• Looks good
• Easy

Avoid 
them or

focus 
them

“

”



three
Tip

There are many 
different types 
of strength!

SO EXPLAIN IN MORE DETAIL 
IT IS STRONG BECAUSE…

THIS MEANS…



three
Tip

Cheap compared 
to what? Looks 
nice in what way?



four
Tip



four
Tip

Understand Command Words

• State / Give / Name    (1+)
• Describe / Outline (2+)
• Explain (2+)
• Evaluate / Discuss  (4+)

…how much a premier league footballer earns in a week.



State

Describe

Explain

Evaluate

They get £50,000 because a lot of people are prepared to pay to watch 
them. They also have a short working career so need to earn enough by 
the time they are 30 to last them their whole life.

four
Tip

About £50,000

£50,000 a week is as much a well paid job gets in a whole year. Its about 
200 times the average pay of all jobs.

They get £50,000 because a lot of people are prepared to pay to watch 
them. They also have a short working career so need to earn enough by 
the time they are 30 to last them their whole life. But having so much 
money can lead them to waste it or develop un healthy lifestyles which 
can lead to depression and mental health issues.

…how much a premier league footballer earns in a week.



four
Tip

The product shown below is a GPS sports watch worn 
by adult runners to monitor activity and aid training.



four
Tip

Evaluate the watch in terms of its suitability for the user.                                                         
(4 marks)

Two positive points explained, the third is vague 
(Dodgy word). No negatives.



four
Tip

- State (Name/Give)

- Describe (Outline)

- Explain

- Evaluate (Discuss)

A single point is needed for each answer. Avoid the 
dodgy words unless you have focussed your point.

Write a paragraph about the situation giving at least as 
many points as there are marks available.

Write a paragraph making points and saying why these 
points are relevant. 

Write a few paragraphs making points and saying why
these points are relevant. Link points together. Some 
points must be positive and some negative. Essay 
questions should have a conclusion.

Understand Command words



five
Tip



five
Tip

Draw clear diagrams
Draw a countersunk head machine screw in the box below  (2)

• A countersunk head. (1)
• A parallel threaded 

shank with a flat end / 
not pointed. (1)



five
Tip

Write your answers so they can be read

any ideas?



six
Tip



six
Tip

Write a plan (for extended answer questions)

Firstly underline key 
words & next PLAN



six
Tip

Use your plan 
to structure 
your answer. 

You will be 
given marks for 

it.



seven
Tip



seven
Tip

Proof read your answers

Outline one reason why a tropical rain forest is cleared.

It’s amazing what rubbish you sometimes write !!!



technique
Recap

1 - RTQ  - Read the Question. Underline the key words
Read it slowly. Read it all, right to the end. It’s amazing how many don’t

2 - Choose your material specialism
Product - Woods and boards      Graphics - Paper and boards

3 - Don’t use dodgy words
Strong, quick, cheap, easy will not get marks unless focussed.

4 - Understand command words
Give the right type of answer

5 - Draw good diagrams
Poor diagrams do not show your knowledge

6 -Write a plan for essay questions
It will keep your answer focussed

7 - Proof read your answers
It’s amazing what rubbish you sometimes write

Exam



Plenary
× What is the difference between an state and an 

explain question?

× What is the most important thing to remember 
when you answer an evaluate question?


